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Abstract
Tn this article, focusing primarily on Abü 'Udlıba's (d. 1125/1 713) ai-Raıwja al-balıiyya
and Shaykhziide 'Abdurrai).Tm's (d. 1148/1 735) Na:pn al:fara'id, I discuss some of the clıief
doctrinal differences between the two largest Sunni kalanı schools, namely, the As h 'aris and
Matundis. On the basis of three exemplary topics: knowledge ofGod, God's attributes of
action (al-şifot al-:fi'li;)'a), and the relationship between divine predestination and human
free will, Tanalyze philosoplıical implications behind certain theological differences.
Keywords: Ash'ariyya, MaturTdiyya, Knowledge of God, God's attributes of action
(al-şifot al-fi 'li;:va), Divine predestination, Rtİman free will
Özet
Küçük Kelami Farklar, Derin Felsefi fmalar: Eş'arT!er ve Ma turidiler Arasındaki
Bazı Temel Farklılıklar Üzerine Mülahazalar
Bu makalenin ana konusu Ehl-i Sünnetin iki büyük itikadT mezhebi arasındaki İslam
kaynaklarında zikredilen temel kelamT farklar hakkındadır. Bu farklan konu edinen klasik İslamT eserlerin ifadesine göre sözkonusu iki kelam mezhebinin aralarındaki farklar teferruata dairdir ve ciddi bir elıemmiycte haiz değildir. Bu makale, seçilen üç ana
kelamT mevzu (İiahT bilginin mahiyeti, Allah'ın fıiiT sıfatları, kader ve kesb meselesi)
çerçevesinde bu farkların muhtevalarının ne gibi felsefi sonuçlar doğurabileceği üzerinde mütalalar ortaya koymaktadır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Eş'ariyye, Maturidiyye, İlahi bilginin mahiyeti, Allah'ın fıilT sı
fatları, Kader, Kesb
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In Muslim theological (ka/am) tradition, two contemporary theologians, Abü
al-ijasan al-Ash'arl (d. 324/936) andAbü Manşür al-MaturldT (d. 333/944) are
regarded as the founders oftwo major Sunni kalanı schools, the Ash'ariyya and
Matundiyya. The former adhered to the doctrines ofijanbalT traditionalism, and
his followers established and transmitted his principles in Iraq, while the larter
espoused the principles of Abü ijanTfa (d. 150/767) and his Samarqandian followers propounded his teachings in Transaxonia. Accordingly, the Ash'ariyya
has been embraced mainly by the Shafi'T and other members of Islamic legal
groups, while the Maturldiyya has been followed by mainly the ijanafis. Both alAsh'arl and al-MaturldTtook a position priınarily against the Mu'tazilT doctrines,
but to a di:fferent extent, though they both were influenced by the Mu 'tazilT kalanı
arguınents, whi ch, in fact, !ai d the foundation of this science and made lasting
contributions to its development. Al-MaturldT initiated criticism of the Mu 'tazilT
doctrines in the East, where the Baghdadian group of the Mu 'tazilT teachings
were influential in the intellectual domain, and wrote against his contemporary
Abü al-Qasim 'Abd Allah al-Ka'bT (d. 317/929). Al-Ash'arT launched a similar
criticism against the Basran group of the Mu 'tazili theories in Iraq. 1
In the Muslim theological discussions, on the basis of their dogmatic or
rational argumentative methods, the MaturTdT school has generally assumed a
rniddle position between theAsh'ariyya and Mu'tazila. Although the Mu'tazilT
influence on al-MaturTdT's concepts and teclınical teıminology is less apparent
than its influence on al-Ash'arT, whose former Mu'tazilT affiliation is clearly
known, due to the more rationalistic character of his doctrines, al-MaturTdT's
teachings are considered closer to the Mu'tazila than those of al-Ash'arT.
In this article, focusing primarily on Abü 'Udhba's (d. 1125/1713) Kitab
al-Rawçla al-bahiyya fi-ma bayn al-Ash 'ariyya wa-al-Maturfdiyya and
Shaykhzade 'Abdurral).Tm's (d. 1148/1 735) Na?Jn al-fara 'id wa-jam' alfawa 'idfi bayan al-masa 'il allati waqa 'afi-Jıa al-ikhtilafbayn al-Maturfdiyya
wa-al-Ash 'ariyya, I will attempt to discuss some of the chief doctrimıl di:fferences between theAsh'arTs and MaturldTs. Abü 'Udhba, for instance, maintains
that the Ash'arTs and MaturldTs agree on the main principles of the Sunnites
(ah! al-sunna -vva-a!-jama 'a), but disagree on certain details. He asserts that
1 Ayyob Ali, "Matundism," M. M. Sharif (cd.), inA History of ıvius/im Phi/osophy (Wicsbadcn: 1963),
vol. 1, p. 262.
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the two schools differ in thirteen points, seven of which are "verbal" (lafzı)
and the six "objective" (ma 'naw/). 2
Similar to Abü 'Udhba, an Ottoman scholar, Shaykhzade 'Abdurral).Im
(d., 114811735) wrote on the topic of comparison between the Ash 'aris and
Maturidis. Shaykhzade, however, enumerates the differences under the
names of the Ash'ariyya and I;Ianafıyya. He does not call the latter group the
Maturidiyya, but I;Ianafıyya. This interesting point appears in various other
treatments seeming to imply that al-Maturidi obtains his authority from his
I;Ianafi affıliation. In his Na:pn al-farii 'id, Shaykhzade lists forty points on
which the two ka/am schools embraced divergent views 3 •
I do not intend to address all points examined by Abü 'Udhba and
Shaykhzade; rather, I will highlight certain major discussions on the difference
between Ash'ari and Maturidi schools and rearrange their writings surraunding
these topics. I will focus on three exemplary topics: knowledge of God, God's
attributes of action (al-şifot al-ji 'l~vya), and the relationship between divine predestination and human free will. Through this analysis, fınally, I will attempt
to question the consistency of Abü 'Udba's argument that the two theological
schools differ only in minor points. I will argue that although the Ash'ari and
Maturidi explanations have common characteristics asAbü 'Udhba writes, there
are, neveıtheless, signifıcant philosophical implications behind ceıtain differcnces. Throughout the article, I will atteınpt to clarify al-Matuıidi's arguments in
a descriptive style; thus my examination is more oıiented toward al-Maturidi.

Knowledge of God
Al-Maturidi is regarded as the fırst Sunnit~ Muslim theologian who introduecd epistemological principles in his introductory chapter of Kilab al- Tawl;ıTd.
We know of no theologians before al-Maturidi who begin their work with a theory of knowledge; after him, alınost every theologian introduces his work with
such a theory. 4 Al-Maturidi argues that senses ( 'iyan), testimonies (akhbar) and
reasoning (na.'{ar) are indispensable means of acquiring knowledge. 5 Each of
these means has its peculiar character that acquires a certain kin d of knowledge.
Therefore he atteınpts to establish his systemona reliable philosophical basis. 6
2 Abü 'Udlıba, al-Rml'l;/a al-baltiyya (Haydarabad: 1904), p. 5.
3 Slıayklızadc 'AbdurraiJTm, Napn al-farö 'id (Egypt: 1899).
4 AI-Miituridi, Kiriib al-Tmı·f;id, (cd.) Fatlıalla Klıolcif(Bciruı: 1970), p. xx.
5 lbid., p. 7.
6 Ali, p. 261.
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Al-MaturTdimaintains that by means ofreasoning man should contemplate
on divine wisdom embedded in creation and conclude the existence of its eternal (al-qadfm) Creator, Who is ultimately different from all temporal things.
In a more general context, he criticizes those (al-Süfişta'iyya) who maintain
that true knowledge is not attainable at alP He insists that senses and reason
have an intimate power to acquire knowledge. Al-MaturTdi asserts that reason
is naturally ab le to draw the conclusion that this world is a product of an eternal Creator. 8 It is the reason that occupies a crucial position in al-Maturidi's
epistemology, because without its assistance neither senses nor testimonies
can give real knowledge. Furthermore, reason is the faculty that distinguishes
man from animal; this is the real reason for the Qur'anic emphasis on reasoning. At the same time, al-Maturidi argues that reason cannot attain every sort
of knowledge, because like the senses, it is subject to certain inherent limitations.9 This reason-oriented argument seems to suppoıt the Mi.ı'tazili position
that man is ab le and even obliged to acquire knowledge alıout the existence of
Go d by reasoning independent of prophetic revelation.
Abü 'Udhba, however, tries to avoid this conclusion. He affinns that the
Matuıidis consider the knowledge about the existence of God an obligatory
conclusion on the basis ofreasoning ( 'aql), wlıile the Ash'aris necessitate prophetic revelation (sam') for the same conclusion. Both groups introduce the
Qur'anic testiınonies to support their arguments. The Ash'aris, for instance,
maintain that since the Qur'an reads, "Messengers of good news and waming
in orderthat mankind might have no argument against God after the messengers." (4: 165) and "We do not punish until We have sent forth a messenger."
(17: 15), knowledge ofGod and other religious prescriptions are dependent on
prophetic revelation rather than on reason. Abü 'Udhba continues his discussion quoting an explanation by al-Qac;!I Abü Bakr [al-Baqillani (d.403/1013)]
in his I'jaz. According to that explanation, religious prescriptions are of three
types (ç/m·b): the first type can only be understood by means ofreasoning such
as the createdness of the world and its temporal clıaracter; the second type can
only be understood by means ofprophetic revelation such as knowledge about
religious duties (wajib), prohibitions (l;aram), and permitted things (mubaf;);
and the third type can be understood sametimes by reasoning and sametimes
7 Al-Maturidi, p.l53.
8 !bid.,'p. 10.
. 9 Ali, p. 265.
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by prophetic revelation such as knowledge about attributes of God. Abü 'Udhba attempts to de-emphasize the differences in position and concludes that
even though the MaturTdi argument of the knowledge about God is dependeot
on·reason and thus shares common po in ts with the Mu 'tazili position, in fact, it
posits that reason isa means (ii/ah, wiisita) for obligation, rather than asserting
that reason itself is independent of revelation as maintained by the Mu'tazila. 10
Abü 'Udhba's compromise between the Maturidiyya and Ash'ariyya, however, does not seem convincing enough to consider al-Maturidi's position as
closer to that of al-Ash'ari than of the Mu'tazila.
Al-Maturidi agrees with the Mu'tazilis that reason is responsible for acquiring knowledge of the existence of God even if no prophet was sent by God
for this purpose. He also agrees with them, in opposition to the Ash'aris, that
reason on the basis of its natural power can discem whether things are intrinsically good or evil (l:ıusn-qubl;), and it can distinguish right from wrong, while
the Ash'aris argue that things are good or evil on the basis of prophetic revelation (sanı'). Al-Maturidi, lıowever, embraces a different position when he
argues that the basis of religious duties is prophetic revelation, not reason. 11
Anotlıer disputed ·point between the MaturTdYs and Ash'arTs involves the
responsibility of a teenager who reaches intellectual ınaturity ( 'aql), but not
physical maturity (rus/ıd) i.e., the case of the şabf 'öqil. The Maturidis maintainthat such a person is responsible for his faith and acquiring knowledge of
God, while the Ash'aris do not share this view. The difference, again, stems
from the Maturidi emphasis on reason as an essential faculty in all activities
of ınankin d. On the other han d, in accordance w ith their general inciination to
declare prophetic revelation as the primary means for acquiring knowledge of
religious ınatters, the Ash'aris maintain that t).ı.e sabf 'iiqil is not responsible
for religious prescriptions in general, nor for knowledge of God in particular.
Al-Maturidi further argues that the case of the şabf 'iiqil is similar to people
who are not addressed by a true prophet and, for him, both groups must possess knowledge of God on the basis of their reason. In order to reduce the difference between the two kalanı schools Abü 'Udhba repeats that in the case of
the Maturidis, reason is not independent of the divine revelation to ınake the
responsibility obligatory, as it is in the case of the Mu'tazila. 12
ı

o Abü 'Udhba, pp. 34-36; Shaykhziidc, pp. 35-37.

ı

1 Shaykhzlidc, pp. 3 ı -35; Ali, p. 266.
Abü 'Udhba, p. 37.
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An interesting point worth mentioning here is the fact that the Maturldis and
Ash'arls ernbrace basically opposite positions when they present their ideas surrounding the validity ofblindly fallawing another's opinion (taqlfd). It is quite
possibly expected that the Maturldis rnight ernphasize personal reasoning in the
matters offaith (fmiin). They, however, argue that such fmiin is valid, unlike the
Ash'arls' disapproval of the validity of the muqallid's 1miin 13 • This Matundian
argurnent seerns to contradict their general, reason-oriented tendencies. Although they strongly encourage people to reason and seek the truth personally
in matters of belief, they take, neveıiheless, a pas si ve position when they approve the validity of muqallid's fmiin, which is obviously not an encouragernent
for personal reasoning. On the other hand, it is the Ash'arls, who are generally
regarded as assuroing a rnore dogmatic position than the Maturidis, who require
acquisition of true knowledge through personal investigation. 14
Ina rnore general context, during the course ofMaturidian epistemological
journey, the terrns taqlfd, dalli (knowing by rneans of proof), 'ilm (knowledge), lW?ar (reasoning), fmiin (faith), taşdfq (assent) and ma 'rifa (recognition) are given special attention, because each tenn passesses its own particular characteristics and powers to acquire knowledge. The conclusion of this
journey can be summarizedas follows,
Al-MiHurTdT thus presents a rational view of faith, not in the sense that he
sees it limited to the professional intellectual or philosopher, nor in the
sense that reason is its cause, but in the sense that he does not see intellect
and religious assent as opposing forces. For al-MaturTdT; intellect and
religious assent are both God's commandY

Otherwise, al-Matundi does not rnaintain that reason rnay acquire every
soıi of knowledge; for instance, he argues that huınan intellect falls shoıi of
perceiving God's wisdorn in all creation (Iii yablughuha 'aql al-baslıar). 16
Anather relevant po int of discussion, whi ch refers to the Maturidian ratianal argurnentative method in opposition to the Ash'arls' dogmatic approach,
is the matter of possibility and perrnissibility of God's imposing sornething
13 Shayklızade, pp. 40-42.
14 On the other hand, ai-Matuıidi hiınsclf eritieizes taqiTd in rcligious matters, see for instance, TawbTd, pp.
3-4. Such argumeııts indicate that in the eourse oftlıeir establishment, Muslim kalöm schools were not free
from la ter thcoretical influeııees and changes, which were not established by the founders themsclves.
15 J. M"ric Pessagııo, "lııtellect and religious assent: the vicw of Abü Manşür ai-Matuıidl," The Muslim
World, January (1979), p. 27.
16 Al-Matuıidi, p. 37.
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beyand man's capacity (tak/if ma-la yutaq). Abü 'Udhba states that in the
views of the Maturidis the taklif ma-la yutaq is an inadmissible theological
concept, 17 while the Ash'aris disagree. Relying on the Qur'anic principle,
"Gcid does not charge a person with more than what he can bear" (2: 286),
the Maturidis maintain that such an imposition is not reconcilable with divine
wisdom (l;ıikma). They compare such cases to impose ona blind man the duty
to see and on a cripple the duty to walk, which are obviously outside of the
spirit of religious prescriptions. Such an imposition is not required by even an
ordinary man, let alone by God Who has all perfections at ultimate degree. 18
On the other hand, the Ash'aris maintain that God passesses the ultimate
power; He can do whatever He wants. He may never be questioned in His doings. No one can limit His power. They try to support their argument through
Qur'anic quotations, including "He taught Adam the names and then asked
them to Angels: 'Te ll Me the nam es of these, if you are truthful. '" (2: 31) The
Aslı 'aris maintain that s ince God addressed the Angels ab out the nam es taught
Adam before, in fa ct, giving any information canceming them to the Angels in
advance, the imposition by Go d of anything is admissible. 19
The crucial point in the argument between the Maturidis and Ash'aris does
not seem to li e in this specifıc consideration directed to the idea of the taklif
ma-ta yutaq. Rather, the main cancem seems related primarily to the two different attributes of God, i.e., the qudra and l;ıif...?na. While the Ash'aris try
to highlight the unlimited power of God and His absolute independence in
His acts, the Maturidis emphasize the nature of divine wisdom (l;ıiknıa) and
justice ('ad!). In fact, the term l;ıikma plays a signifıcant role in al-Maturidi's
theological explanations. For him, l;ıilana denetes "putting each thing in its
proper place" (waçl'u kul!i shay 'in mawçli'alııi). That is also the meaning of
the 'adi from which God's actions do not deviate. 20 Thus, al-Maturidi argues
that God's creation does not deviate from 'adl and it is equitable with l;ıihna. 21
Otherwise, neither the Ash'aris maintain that God peıforms aimless acts, nor
do the Maturidis deny the omnipotence of God ..
ı7

18
19
20
2ı

Al-MatunciT hiınself declares that the af!irınation of the idea taklif mli-lli yu{liq is an invalid (fosid)
argument. Tawi}Jd, pp. 266-269.
Abü 'Udhba, pp. 53-57; Shaykhzade, pp. 25-27.
Abü 'Udhba, pp. 53-57.
Al-Matundi, p. 97.
For a more dctailcd treatment of l;ikma- 'ad/ conccpts in the cantext of Matundian concept of evi!, see
J. Meric Pessagno, "'The uscs ofEvil in Matundian Thought," Studia Js/anıica, LX (1986), pp. 59-82.
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Givcn above remarks, it appears that in the course oftheir theological discussions, the Matundis embraced a more rational argumentative method than
that of Ash'ans. They regard reasoning as the fundamental means to acquire
knowledge. Their epistemological discussions surraunding knowledge ofGod
in general, and the şabf 'aqil and taklifma-la yu{aq in particular, have a more
rational character than Ash'ans' arguments related to these topics. In the case
of muqallid's zman, however, the Ma turidis seem to h old a more dogmatic posi tion than the Ash'aris, unlike al-Maturidi's own disapproval of the validity
of the muqallid's zman.
God's attributes of action (al-şiftit al-fi'liyya)
Al-Maturldi ınaintains that the problem of the relationship between God's
essence and attributes is, in fact, too complicated to be solved satisfactorily by
human reason. His fina! conclusion concerning this relation is formulated as
"the attributes are not identical nor other than God's essence" (la huwa wa-la
ghayruhu ).22 Regarding the etemity or temporality of the attributes of God, alMaturidi asserts that all attributes of God are etemaL He do es not make a distinction between the attributes of essence (al-şiflit al-dhatiyya) and attributes
of action (al-şiflit al-fi '/iyya). 23
According to the Maturidis, God's attributes of action such as "creating"
(takhllq), "providing" (tarzzq), "giving life" (il;ıya '), "giving death" (im ata),
and "bringing into existence" (takwzn) are all etemal attributes of God. They
are neither identical to God, but nor other than His essence. The Maturidis
do not make a distinction between the attributes of action and attributes of
essence with respect to their etemity or teınporality. On the other hand, the
Ash'ans assert that the attıibutes of action are not etemaL They maintain that
before the real act of creating (khalq), providing (rizq) and the like, such attributes are not found in God, and thus they are not called etemal.24
This subtle point of difference can be considered as one of the significant doctrinal differences that have profound implications in the Ash'an and
Matundi traditions. Both schools affirmed that God passesses attributes, including knowledge ('ilm), by this attribute, He knows. In this way, they took
a position different from the Mu'tazilis who denied the individual reality of
22 Abü al-Layth al-Samarqandi, Slıarl) al:fiqh al-abşa{, cd. Hans Daibcr (Tokyo: 1995), p. 149.
23 Ali, p. 270.
24 Nür al-Dın al-ŞiibünT, al-Bidiiya min-al-hidiiya, cd. Fathalla Kholcif (Egypt: 1969), p. 67.
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the şifot and maintained that Gad knows by His essence. The Maturidis and
Ash'arls further adopted the Mu'tazili distinction between the attributes ofaction and the attributes of essen ce, yet beyand this po int their philosophies split.
While the Maturldis maintained that all attributes are eternal, the Ash'arls assert that the attributes of action are not eternaL The latter argued that Gad cannot be "creating" (khiiliq) or "providing" (riiziq) before creatures exist, thus
they do not say, "Gad is eternally creating"25
On the other hand, the Maturidis, primarily against the Mu'tazilis, considered divine attributes such as knowledge and power as eternally subsisting in
His essence (qii'im bi-dhiitihi). While they observed the terminological distinction between the attributes of essence and attributes of action, they considered attributes of action as equally eternal and subsistent in Divine essence. 26
Accordingly, they maintained that the prepositions stating that "Gad is the
Creator" and that "Gad has been creating since eternity" are equally true,
though the created things (mukawı-vaniit) are temporaL As a natural conclusion to this process the Maturidi doctrine of bringing into existence (tahvm)
became a famous point of controversy with the Ash'aris, because the forıner
embraced the attribute of ta!.:ı-vfn as eternal and distinct from the existent thin gs
(mukawwaniit)Y The Maturldis, as opposed to Ash'aris, alsa assert that the
Divine order "Be" (kım) must be considered in figuratively (majiizan), for if
it had been a real ({ıaqfqa) address, it would have been directed either to the
non-existent (ma 'düm) or to an existent thing (mmıjüd) after its coming into
existence. The Maturidis reject both possibilities, because for them, it is inconceivable to apply the order kun to ama 'düm, nar is it reasonable to address
a mawjüd, which already has an existence within this Divine order. Therefore,
the Maturidis do not accept the idea of addr~ssing non-existence in eternity.
Similarly, canceming the divine attribute of power (qudra), the Ash'aris argue
that the attribute of qudra is not identical to things that qudra has given the
existence (maqdüriit), thus they assert, maqdüriit have a temporal character.
The Maturldis, however, maintain that qudra is an eternal attribute subsisting
25 Montgomcry \Va tt, The funnative period ofIslamic tlıuught (Edinburg: 1973), p. 316.
26 AicMaıundi, pp. 53-55, and 55-59; al-Samarqandi, pp. 141-160; A famous Mlituıldi thcologian Abü al-Yusr
al-BazdawT argucs, "llıis isa profound doctıinal problem (mas 'ala 'a?fma) bctwccn us and the Mu'tazila,"
al-BazdawT, Uştllai-DTn, (cd.) Hans Peter Liııss (Cairo: 1963), p. 35; see alsoAbü al-Mu'Tn ai-Nasati, Bal;tr
a/-kaliim, (cd.) Mul)amınad Şlilil) al-Fanur(Daınascus: 1997), pp. 90-94; al- ŞlibünT, pp. 67-73.
27 Wilfcrd Madclung, '·ai-MatuıldT," Encyclopedia ofIslam, second edition (E/2), (cd.) C. E. Bosworth ...
(et al.) (Lciden: 1980- 2004), vol. 6, p. 846; Ali, p. 270.
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in God's essenee, and maqdüriit do not neeessitate the temporality of attribute
of qudra. Ina later eontext, al-MaturidT eritieizes the Mu'tazilT theory that the
non-existent is a thing (al-ma 'düm s hay') and he argues that this idea is only
an implieit affırmation of the etemity of the world, whieh obviously eontradiets the Qur' ani e doetrines of ereation and unity of Go d. 28
Al-MaturidT also argues that God deseribes Himselfas "He is God, the
Creator (Khiiliq), the Originator (Bari') and the Modeller (Muşmvwir)" (59:
24). This follows, for him, that if the ereating and modeling were not His eternal attributes, God would have praised and deseribed Himself with temporal
attributes that refer to iınperfeetions of Him, Who in fact absolutely free from
such limitations. 29
In the understanding of the doctrine of the attributes of God, al-MatundT's
principal adversaıies are the Mu'tazilis. Since the latter group maintained that
aside from the etemal Divine essence no other etemal essenee can exist, thus denying the existenee of etemal divine attributes, al-MatundT repeatedly affirmed
the reality of the etemal divine attributes subsisting iı1 His essenee (al-şifot alazaliyya al-qii 'ima bi-al-dlıiit). Al-MaturTdT fuıiher argued that the etemal attributes are eompletely different from the ereature (tanz!lı). Therefore, in aeeordance with His essence, He is the living One but every other living thing is
alive only through a life whieh is different from Him. These diviııe attributes
are, ultimately, neither identieal to His essence, nor different from Him. 30
On the other hand, al-MaturTdT does not aeeept the eausal eonnection between God's aetion and its object, and on the basis of this, he concludes that
attributes of action are also etemal, just as the attributes of essenee are. For
him, therefore, "God is the Creator sinee etemity" (lam yazal al-khiiliq) and
"He is creating sinee etemity" (lam yazal khiiliqan)Y Similarly, al-MaturTdT's
explanation for "ereating" (takw!n) di:ffers from that of al-Ash'ari The larter
argues that although God potentially passesses the attribute of creation sinee
eternity, its actualization takes plaee in time, beeause it follows the Qur'anie
command kunfa-yakün. As for al-MaturTdT, he argues that God has passessed
the attribute of tak>v!n since eternity, thus He is an etemalmukawwin. Nevertheless, for him, the difference between the attıibute of tabvfn and mukawv·mn
28 Aı-MaturTdT, p. 86.
29 Aı-ŞabünT, p. 68.
30 Manfred Götz, "Matur'idT and his Kitöb ai-Ta'wilöt al-Qur'ön," Andrcw Rippin (cd.), in
Jormative inte1pretation (Brookfıcıd: ı 999), pp. 22-24 .
. 3 ı Aı-SamarqandT, p. ı43.
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does not necessitate the temporality of attribute of tahvfn. Therefore, "God is
both the Creator and creating since etemity. " 32
Although I am not able to examine more elaborately the real philosophical
motives behind the Aslı'an argument on the attributes of action, it seems to me
that their position has certain disparities compared to their other related arguments. In the case oftheir arguments canceming the nature of the Qur'an, for instance, they deny the Mu'tazi!I idea of the createdness of the Qur'an, and affirm
that the Quı·'an is the uncreated Word ofGod (Kalfim Allfih). In the present case,
however, they take an opposite position. Their idea that the attributes of action
are not etemal follows naturally the affirmation of the Qur'an's createdness. For
if they argue that only the attributes of essence such as knowledge ('ilm), and
life (l;ayy) deserve to be called etemal, and since it is obvious that in this sense
the Qur'an does not have an etemal nature, they should have logically concluded that the Qur'an is created. The Mu'tazilis, at least in this case, embrace
a logically more consistent argument when they deny the idea of uncreatedness
of the Quı·'an, because they initially maintain that the attributes are not etemaL
Therefore, since at the beginning oftheir discussions on the attributes ofaction
the Miıtuı-TdTs assert that these are eternal attributes of God just as the attıibutes
of essence, their conclusion canceming the Qur'an's createdness seems more
convincing and logically consistent than that of Ash'arTs.

Divine predestination (qadar) and human responsibility: the case of
kasb (acquisition)
The discussions surraunding the predestination (qadar) and huınan free will
(iriida }uz 'Zvya) represent another point of distinction between the MaturldTs
and Ash'arTs. On these discussions, al-MaturTqT's position is considered to be
intermediate between the Aslı' aris and Mu 'tazilTs. Al-Aslı' arT states that man 's
acts are created by God and his power to act is dependent on a divinely decreed power by w hi ch the act simultaneously comes into existence (al-isti{ii 'a
ma 'a al-ji '!), while the Mu 'tazi!Is assert that ·"the power is before the act."
Al-MaturTdi, on the other hand, tries to highlight the idea of human choice
(ilıktiyfir), and take a middle position between the Ash'arTs and Mu'tazilis.
Neveitheless, he concludes that human acts are created by God and dependent
on His will (iriida) and decree (maslıf'a). 33
32 Shaykhzade, pp. 17-20; Götz, pp. 22-24.
33 Wat!, p. 3 I 5.
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The discussions on this matter can be traced back to the Qadariyya and later
carried on by the Mu'tazilis, that man is entirely free in his actions; he is .even
"creator of his activities" (khiiliq al-afiil). Al-MaturTdi naturally opposed such an
argument, because for him, it is an overemphasis of human free will, and it is not
reconcilable with the Qur'anic omnipotent God. Between these ideas of divine
predestination and human free will, al-MaturTeli sought a way out of this dilemma
when he argued that God is the Creator of all things including human acts, but He
also creates a free choice (ikhtiyiir) in man which enables him to choose between
divinely commanded and forbidden things. This also means that man is ablc to
choose the acquisition (ilıtisiib) of the activity which God has created for him.
Furthermore, al-MaturTdi distinguishes between human action performed under
duress (içffiriiran), such as the trembling of an old man's hand, and freely chosen
activity, because man is responsible for his acts as long as he has a choice. Thus he
does not speak of man's iktisiib and responsibility in such activities. 34
According to al-Maturidi, in one respect (jilıa) human acts are acts ofGod,
but in an other respect, they are man 's acts and his iklıtiyiir. He further maintains that God's knowledge of human action has a descriptive character, rather
than determinative one, thus God does not compel man to act. God's knowledge en compasses the knowledge of who w ili choose the wrong way and the
straight path. Thus, for al-Maturidi, the initial choice is man's-not God's- as
argued by al-Ash'ari. God has given tomana power by which he is able to
choose between in courses of action. The capacity of man (istitii 'a) has two
aspects, one precedes the act and the other is simultaneous with it. 35
Abü 'Udhba states that theAsh'arTtheory of the kasb is so complicatcd that
the saying "This is even more complicated than Ash'ari's kas b theory" (lıödha
adaqq min-kas b al-Aslı 'ari) became a wide spread proverb. TheAsh'aris interpreted the kasb as saying that whenaman firmly decides ( 'a:pn nıuşammam)
to act in a certain way, God creates that act for him, and this decision is also
created by God. 36 Therefore, in the Ash'arT kasb treatment, a man's role in
his actions is greatly overshadowed by God's role; in the Matundian context,
kasb has greater element of human free will.
Al-Maturidi's own formula between the arguments by the Jabarites (jabriyya) and Mu'tazilis is based on the principle of divine wisdom (l;ıikma). He
34 Slıaykhzadc, pp. 51-53; Götz, pp. 24-28.
35 Madclung, ·'al-Maturidiyya," E/2, vol. 6, p. 847 .
. 36 Abü 'Udhba, p. 26; Shaykhzadc, pp. 53-54.
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does not approve both arguments, which regard God or man as the solely
independent real actor in man 's acts respectively. He tıies to establish a cer~
tain arnonut of freedam for man, but without denying the ultimate power of
divine will and decree. The f:ıikma means placing a thing in its own place and
divine wisdom encompasses bothjustice ('ad!) and grace (façll). Therefore, alMaturidi argues that the infinence of divine will is always accompanied with
divine wisdom, which by its very nature does not overburden man. 37
Abü 'Udhba argues that the discussion also has a linguistic~theological aspect, i.e., whether man's acts properly (f:ıaqlqatan) or metaphorically (majiizan)
belong to him. This naturally follows the discussion whether man is only a
means (wiisita) of God in all his performances, or whether he is a subject in
real sense. 38 The Maturidi tradition is inclined to make man responsible for his
acts, thus it gives preference huınan free choice, while the Aslı'an tradition is
inclined to highlight God's omnipotence asa unique Actor in all creation. At the
same time, the two schools are aware of the fact that if man di d not have any
power in his actions, the fundamental religious idea that this world tests mankind for the world to come, would have been meaningless. Siınilarly, all divine
comınands, prohibitions, rewards and punishments would have lost their basic
purpose. Furthermore, such an understanding would have not been reconcilable
with the Qur'anic God, Who has ultiınate justice ('Adil) and wisdom (Ifakim),
and without huınan free choice and power imposing responsibilities on man is
not among the characteristics of the Qur'anic Gad. Therefore, "the canception
of kasb isa way of saying thataman is responsible for his acts, at least to the
extent that he may justly be punished for them if they are wrong. " 39
The matter of kasb is subtly inteiTelated to htiman knowledge. Al-Maturidi
argues tl1at on reason, by which one differentiates,right from wrong, man distin~
guishes from other creation. Al-Maturidi also maintains that man is supported
by special faculties such as thinking, feeling, judging, as well as by revealed
books and messengers for his guidance. Man can choose one of the alternatives that ınay benefıt or harm him through reasoning. During this process, alMaturTdi argues, ınan feels freedam when he desires, chooses and acts without
coınpulsion by any external agent. The denial of this freedam naturally leads
to the conclusion that Gad is wholly responsible for human actions. Such a
37 Ali, p. 266.
38 Abü 'Udhba, p. 28.
39 Watt, pp. 192-193.
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conclusion is obviously irreconcilable with the Qur'anic defınition of the most
merciful, wise andjust God. 40 According to al-Maturidi, therefore, by nı,eans of
the freedoru of choice (ikhtiyar) and freedoru to acquire an act (ilı.1isab), ınan
intends to perform a certain action and God creates that action which is at the
same time, known by Him from eternity. This process, for al-Maturidi, makes
man responsible for his actions, and it does not imply any compulsion on the part
of man, especially after his ikhtiyar and iktisilb. On the other hand, al-Ash'ari
also used the tenn kasb, yet his interpretation of the term places great stresson
the God's power, rather than highlighting the idea ofman's freedoru of choice
(ikhtiyar). For al-Ash'ari, even the desire and power of the acquisition are created by God, and acquisition simply means "a general coincidence of the divine
power and human actions". This conclusion obviously has a more detenninistic character than that of al-Maturidi. ,Thus some succeeding prominent Ash'ari
scholars including Abü Bakr al-Baqillani (d. 403/1 O13) and Imam al-I:Iaraınayn
al-Juwayni (d. 478/1085) did not agree with al-Ash'ari on this point. 41
The concept of kas b is closely related to the concepts of if·ada, ikhtiyar and
qudra, since the process of human actualization of an act follows this path.
Both al-Ash'arT and al-MaturTdT introduced arguınents suıTounding these nations when, for instance, al-Ash 'ari's approach is taken in to account,
He discusses both the object of the acquisition, broadly describing it as "the
thing" and al so explains the reason for the use of the term kas b, Le., because
the act occurs by means of a qudra mul;ıdatha. The po int of this expressian
is to emphasize that the tenn kas b is to be un derstood as descriptive of the
mode of the act, that it is accomplished by means of a power that do es not
flow per se from the particular agent, but that must be brought into being
in time by the power of another. The term kas b, as a technical expression,
must here then be understood as relevant manner of acting, not in respect,
strictly speaking, either to the act or to 'the moral consequences of the act.42
So far as the term b·ada is concemed, al-MaturidT equates it with the term

ikhtiyar. For him, '\vill" means a rejection of compulsion and non-intentional action. He introduces a paraHel arguınent for choice when he discusses.that choice
can neither be compelled nor happen by chance, thus it is a "willed" and "intend-

40 Ali, p. 267.
41 Jbicj., pp. 267-269.
42 P.cssagno, "]rada, iklıt~rar. qudra, kasb the vicw of Abü
Oriental Society, 104 (1984), p. 179.
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ed" action. In the fınal step, however, all actions are dependent on God's creation,
because He is the unique Creator (khaliq kul! shay'). Therefore, any treatment of
huınan will or choice is also created and dependent on the Divine kun. 43
, According to al-Maturldi, the concept of iı·ada also plays an essential role
in belief (zman); he argues that belief under compulsion is not reconcilable
with the Qur'anic notian oflman:
Since according to the Qur'an, belief is the supreme example of man's
choosing, it follows that necessarily one must apply to this choice in particnlar
the definition of willing, i. e., that cho ice means the rejection of force and
non-intentional action. Forced and non-intentional actions, as descriptions,
may both be analyzed in terms of the agent's use of his own understanding
(al- 'aql) in relation to the action spoken of. In the case of forced action,
the agent's 'aql is ignored or overridden by some external agency, with the
result that what is done cannot be said to have "chosen". In the case of nonintentional act, the flaw lies in particnlar agent himself. He either did not use
his 'aql at all orused it in a negligent manner. Here, too, one cannot cal! the
act perfonned "willed" or "chosen" because there was abasic deficiency in
the chronologically and logica!ly prior act of thought. This freedom from
overwhelming extemal ageney and debilitated intemal practice specifically
constitutes belief as something fully chosen, i.e., one 's own act and belief.4-1

As for ikhtiyar, al-Maturidi argues that everyone naturally knows that he
freely chooses (mukhtar) what he does and that he is an agent (fa 'il), and acquirer (kas ib). 45 At the same time, however, freedam of choice is given and "i ts
truth is subject only to verifıcation, not to proof." For him, only through the divine creative act can human freedam be established. Neveıiheless, on the basis
of tlıis no tion of ikhtiyar, al-Maturldi does not hesitate to call man afo 'i/. 46
Following the concepts of iJ·ada and ikhtiyar, the term qudra occupies a
signifıcant place in the course of realization of human acts. In the Matundian
arguınent, the perfonnance of certain actions follows the course that at the beginning, the man himselfis a God's creation. ~Jpon this mari God bestows qudra
in two senses, i. e., creating witlıin him inner powers (as biib) and extemal means
(alat) that man will need. This process can be articulated as follows,

43 Jbid., p. 180.
44 Jbid., p. ı 81.
45 AI-MiiturTdT, p. 226.
46 Pcssagno, ..!rada, iklıt(ı•a1; qudra. kasb the vicw of Abü
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Present also within this man is h·iida, inchoate free choice. Left in this
condition, man would always be in the position of ineffective choice or, ı;ıt
best, faced with immense diffıculties in effecting his wish. For the sake of
ease of effective action, God endows man with the power of effective free
choice ... If one restricts oneself to the reading of the text, the fina! genesis
of the human act, according to al-Maturldi, is man's willing inthesense of
wishing. When this takes place, God thereupon creates for man in this state a
power, one w hi ch elevates the wish to an act, the act of free choice, by which
one clearly and finally prefers one thing to another. Concomitant with this
fina! elevation ofwilling to its highest state is the act itself This act in its fina!
·sense, is, in its ontological structure also a divine creation which man, for his
own motives, has wanted to do, the power being given. Such, for al-Maturldi,
is the proper description of human act in which he believes he is preserving
divine power, while explaining the impact of human choice. 47

Al-Maturidi argues that as a consequence of this process, divine reward
and punishınent are attached to the act of free choice, and siınilarly, human
responsibility is based on this choice. 48 This process iınplies that Matundian
concept of human responsibility is established, in fact, before the concept of
kasb, i.e., on the concept of human free clıoice. Accordingly, God's creation
of qudra has a specific character. He does not create "a power wlıich iınposes
on man an alien act. Rather, He creates the power for ınan to do what ınan
wants done, but is una b le to do on his own because of his radically subordinate nature."49 Consequently, in the Maturidian context, the kasb is anatural
concept that ınan is acquainted with in the process of acting, alongside its
theological character, in which God is characterized as only klıaliq. Since,
in the theological context, only God deserves to be called fo 'il khliliq, man
should be deseribed as fo 'il kas i b, "an agent who acquires his power to act as
distinct from The Agent Who has the power to act essentially."50
In suın, it seeıns that both the Maturidis and Ash'aris try to fınd a safe explanation for this subtle matter between the ideas introduced by the Mu 'tazilis
and Jabarites. The Mu 'taziiis ınaintained that ınan has freedoın of action, while
the Iabarites asserted that God is the only actor in man 's acts. According to
the Maturidis and Ash'aris, both arguınents equally share extreme considera47
48
49
. 50

!bid., p.
Ibid., p.
lbid., p.
Jbid., p.
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tionsin opposite poles. It seems that in order to emphasize God's absolute will
and power, the Ash'arTs took a position closer to the Jabaıites, while in order
to highlight human responsibility in his acts, the MaturTdTs embraced a positioı:ı_ closer to the Mu'tazilTs. Otherwise, both arguments ultimately regarded
predestination as an effective factor in man 's actions, though according to
al-MaturTdT, in the process of human acts, the process ofhuman free willlasts
longer than in the Ash'arTs' argument.

Conclusion
Al-Ash'arT and al-MaturTdT are considered to be the founders oftwo Sunni
kalöm schools. In the Muslim theological discussions, their respective positions are generally characterized as follows: while al-Aslı 'arT attempted to take
a middle path between the Mu'tazilT rationalism and the I:IanbalT traditionalism, al-MaturTdT tried to place his method between the doctrines eınbraced by
the Ash'arTs and Mu'tazilTs.
In general, Sunni Muslim theologians, such as our study case, Abü 'Udhba,
argue that although there exist certain minor points of difference between the
argument of Ash'arTs and MaturTdTs, their explanations for fundamental theological concepts share the same spirit. I agree with Abü 'Udhba that the two
kalanı schools introduced basically similar arguments for essential theological
matters. On the other hand, it seems to me that al-Ash'arT's and al-MaturTdT's
different explanations for certain problems, especially in the case of God's
attributes of action (a!-şifot al-fı 'liyya), divine predestination and huınan free
will, as well as knowledge of God reveal signifıcant doctrinal, philosophical
and theological implications. In the case of God 's attributes of action, for instance, the discussion can be traced back to philosophical arguınents conceming the etemity of the world and its coming in existence. Again in the case
of divine predestination and human free will, the arguments share similarities with plıilosophical-in particnlar Avicennan- discussions on detenninism
in the world and God's relation to creatures, as well as the nature of God's
knowledge and its impact on worldly affairs, because the related data are open
to philosophical speculations. Nevertheless, the Muslim theologians who examined the theological differences between the two kalanı schools, generally,
do not consider them as profound problems.
At the same time, it seems to me, however, that in the course of Muslim theological discussions, some popular problems were not purely theologically-ori-
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ented matters. The prevalence of such problems is dependent also on other contemporaıy political and sociological considerations which influenced the formation and structure ofthese theological argumcnts. In the case of the Mu'tazila,
for instance, it was probably the famous mil;ına (inquisition) that kept Muslim
thinkers away from the Mu'tazili arguments, rather than their purely intellectual
conclusions about such Mu'tazili theories. Therefore, some theological problems might protrude only in the context of certain histarical experiences. Since
we know of no comparable tragic histarical instances between theAsh'ans and
Matundis, their theoretical rivalry was confıned mainly to the intellectual arena.
This histarical background seems also to underli e the arguments of theologians,
such as Abü 'Udhba, who de-emphasized the doctrinal differences between the
two ka/am schools. This fact, nevertheless, does not necessarily mean that such
differences do not entail signifıcant philosophical implications.
Thus, though I agree in general that the Ash 'ari and Maturidi explanations
have similar character, I am not inclined to disregard or underestimate philosophical differences which, I believe, may make noteworthy contributions to
Muslim philosophical discussions.
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